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Of the work of which the following is offered as a translation it may easily be said that, more
than any other of the works of its author, it contains philosophic truth expressed in terms
familiar to ordinary consciousness. Prod uced while its author was instructing beginning
students in philosophy in a gymnasium, it is characterized by a form that is almost entirely
without the difficult qualities of exposition universally attributed to the works of Hegel. The
comparative simplicity and clearness of it as regards form render it, to a certain extent at least,
a means of introduction to the more technical works of its author dealing wholly or in part
with the same content or subject-matterf for, notwithstanding its form, its content is largely
speculative. But the work has an independent value. It may be recommended as an excellent
introduction to ethical and religious philosophy in general not merely to Hegel ssystem. There
may be said of it as a whole what Hegel smost hostile critic was constrained to say of a certain
portion of it, Es ist der gediegenste Gehalt in der komigsten Sprache (I tis the most sterling
matter in the p Uhiest language.) And it contains, as we shall see, some material, in subjective
ethics or morality, not found in the other works of Hegel. It happens that the work,
notwithstanding its sterling character, is, in certain imnortant respects, not exactly a
characteristic work of its author, and should Recht)- Pflichten-, und Rdigionslehre, Part I of
the Ph Uoaophisohe Prop.xedeutik. tlhe PkcemtmenDU tgie dea Ge UtCM, PM osoph Udes
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